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With a 360° Swivel and a NEW and improved fan system, this is the perfect
work companion for Horse and Alpaca paddocks.
The PC 500H Swivel has a 360 degree swivel
allowing an easier and wider pickup area and now
comes with wider tougher terrain wheels and
swivel hitch.
With the new and improved fan system this
machine is perfect for horse and alpaca paddocks
and yards. The advantages of the clean fan system
design means no muck passes through the fan
reducing the chance of blockages. The hopper can
swivel through 360 degrees enabling your pick up
hose to collect further around. The machine is still
lightweight yet its rugged construction allows the
machine to be easily pulled around the yard or
paddock.
The PC 500H Swivel can be towed behind to most
ATV, ride-on mowers and compact tractors and
comes with wider tough terrain wheels and a
swivel hitch.
The PC 500H is designed to be easy to clean resulting in reduced maintenance and wear.
Features of the Paddock Cleaner
The Paddock Cleaner perform in any conditions, wet or dry.
Due to popular demand, there is now a 4 stroke Honda powered version available.
The four stroke engine eliminates mixing two stroke fuel.
The clean fan system means no muck passes through the fan.
The advantages of this design are less chance of blockage, easy to clean, reduced maintenance and
wear.
You will also find that The Paddock Cleaner has many other uses around the estate. For example,
collecting leaves litter and cleaning water troughs.
360 degree allowing an easier and wider pickup area.
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Honda 4-stroke engines offer our Paddock Cleaners these advantages
Run on normal unleaded petrol, no need to mix oil and petrol like old style 2-stroke engines
Quieter & CleanerEasier to start
Typically 50% to 70% more fuel efficient offering considerable running costs compared to 2-stroke
engine
Better performance and more reliable
SPECIFICATIONS
Engine Model: Honda
Fuel type: Petrol 4 stroke
Hopper Capacity: Ltr 500
Hose Length M 2.5
HitchOptionalBall/Pin
Dimensions: LxWxH mm950x900x1200
Weight: kilos77

Call 01403 273 444 for an on-site demo
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